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Weak jump shifts 
In the last issue I discussed strong 

jump shifts and showed briefly how 
they help with strong hands when 
your partner opens the bidding. In 
this issue, I will discuss weak jump 
shifts and at the end, will offer my 
opinion of them. Note that I have 
previously written about weak jump 
shifts in competition. If you saw 
that article, you will recognize some 
similarities between weak jumps in 
competition and weak jumps without 
competition. 

First, a suggestion: You might 
prefer to play weak jump shifts to 
two of a major only. The auction 
1"'-Pass-2 . has many possible 
meanings. Among them are: a strong 
jump shift; a weak jump shift; a club 
raise; five spades, four hearts and 
invitational values; a transfer bid; 
preemptive with both minors; and a 
forcing 2NT response . Some of these 
are serious treatments, some of them 
are ideas in progress. 

Whether you choose to play all 
jumps to the two level as weak or 
just jumps to two of a major, you still 
have to answer these questions: What 
is the minimum/maximum hand you 
can have if not vulnerable? What is 
the minimum/maximum hand you 
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can have if vulnerable? 
If your partner makes a weak jump 

shift (WJS), what do your rebids 
mean'? For instance, after I . - Pass
2 . - Pass, what does 2NT mean? Is 
this natural or something else? What 
about 3eTe, i. e., a new suit lower than 
your original suit? What does rebid
ding your suit (3 . ) mean? 

How about 3 . , a new suit higher 
than your original suit? Or take the 
case of a simple raise: Is 3. preemp
tive or invitational? What about a 
jump in a new suit? 

Here are a few suggestions. 
Whether you agree on them, you and 
your partner should definitely use 
these thoughts in deciding on ,<vhat 
you prefer. 

The range for a WJS 
If not vulnerable, it's okay to make 

a W JS on 3 to 5 points. 
After 1'" from partner, you might 

jump to 2. on these hands: 

• QI09765 . 54 . 42 eTeJ94 

This is a minimum jump shift when 
not vulnerable. 

.KJ8754 . J4 . 8743 ... 9 

This is a maximum jump shift 
when not vulnerable. 

.QJI075 . 54 . 94 ",J854 

This is an acceptable jump shift 
when not vulnerable (land only if 
your partnership agrees that making 
this bid with a five-card suit is allow
able. Do not assume this is agreeable 
to your partner until you have dis
cussed it. 

If vulnerable, I suggest making a 
W JS on 4 to 7 points. The 4-point 
requirement is made in deference 
to the vulnerability, and the 7-point 
requirement is acceptable when vul
nerable and you have a really rotten 

hand \-vith a six-card suit. Here are 
some examples. 

Partner opens I • and right-hand 
opponent passes. 

.4 . KI08763 . Q63 ... 873 

2 . is fine. You are in the proper 
high-card range, and you get this 
hand off your chest in one bid. One of 
thc benefits of weak jump responses 
is that when you respond at the one 
level and then rebid your suit (such 
as in the auction J • - I . ; I . - 2. ), 
your partner will expect you to have 
a fair hand on the theory that you 
would have made a W JS with a bad 
hand. 

.AJ9873 . 43 . Q98 "'43 

This is too good for 2 •. Bid I •. 
As per the previous paragraph , your 
partner will play you for having 
something better than a WJS. 

.JI08763 . 543 . K84 "'4 

I vote for 2 •. Vulnerable, thi s is a 
minimum hand . 

Continuations 
One important thing that you need 

to discuss is the ensuing auction. 
Here are some suggestions. After 
a WJS, 2NT is a forcing enquiry, 
similar to Ogust after a weak two-bid 
opening. Responder bids artificially. 
Say the auction begins I • - Pass-2. - Pass; 2NT. Here are the sug
gested responses: 

3 ... = 	 minimum hand and a mini
mum suit. 

3 . 	 = minimum hand and a maxi
mum suit. 

3 . 	 = maximum hand and a mini
mum suit. 

3. = maximum hand and a maxi
mum suit. 
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Be careful that you use good judg
ment. Considering that you may have 
as few as 3 points, the words "mini
mum and maximum" are relative. For 
instance, if you responded with 2. 
and partner asked about your hand 
via 2NT, this hand would be a 3 + bid 
showing a minimum hand and a good 
suit: 

.QJ9754 . 43 + 873 ~43. 

Continuing with opener's rebids 
after the example auction I + - Pass 
- 2.- Pass. 

If opener has a minimum hand, he 
should pass. 

If opener bids a new suit (such as 
3~), it's forcing, showing a strong 
hand. 

1f opener rebids his suit (3 + ), it 
is a clear signoff. This is the one bid 
opener can make with a weakish 
hand. Opener is now at the three level 
facing a weak hand so he should have 
a very good suit to do this. 

If opener raises partner's major 

San Diego Fall 2009 North American Bridge Championships 
invites you to spend Thanksgiving Day with us on Thursday. 
November 26 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. A full five-course traditional 

Holiday Buffet is prepared with all the turkey and trimmings you love. 

The pool side celebration (weather permitting) will include a Hint of 

Mexico with Mariachis. Ballet Folklorico & Hispanic Vocalists. 

Better yet. District 22 will subsidize a portion of the feast for the 

limited seating festival. but you must prepay it in advance. 


Only 300 seats are available. ~(JH,'t ~kjt out! 
Dine with us in the luxurious Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel 
(host hotel) overlooking San Diego Bay on the kickoff day of 
the 2009 San Diego Fall NABC. 
See us at www.SanDiegoFaIlNABC2009.com 

July 2009 

State ___ Zip 
@ $66 $50 = _____ 

Send checks (no credit card orders) to 
Fran Foresta, NABC Treasurer 

38385 Rock Creek Circle, Temecula CA 92592-8356 

Ph: (619) 220-0209 

(3.), it's preemptive. Responder is 
not invited to bid again. 

Lastly, if the opponents overcall 
after your partner makes a W JS, a 
double is penalty. It is as close to a 
command as there is. 

So now we need an opinion about 
weak jump shifts. For years I have 
leaned in favor of strong jump shifts. 
But now I am not so sure. Because 
the world is bidding better than they 
did years ago, I find the weak jump 
shift has value in obstructing the op
ponents' bidding. Further, since there 
are better agreements available to use 
when your partner makes a W JS (the 
Ogust 2NT response, for example) I 
think that players using weak jump 
shifts will get better mileage from the 
convention today than 30 years ago . 

My suggestion is simple: Choose 
strong or weak jump shifts and 
be comfortable that you are doing 
something good. If your partner is 
adamant, play his choice of weak or 
strong. Both work well. 0 

st 
ur 
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I. 	Dlr: East 
Vul: N-S 
IMPs 

West North East Suuth 
Pass Pass I. Obi 3 . 3. T 

All Pass 

West leads the . 4 (fourth best). 
East wins the ace and returns the . 3 
to your queen and West 's king. West 
exits with the . 2 to the 10 and jack. 
How do you continue?

.3
2. 	 Dlr: North 
Vul: None • 	 K 7 42 
IMPs + AKQ2 

~ J 1096 

• 	 A J 8 
.	 AQ6 
+ 1076 
~ K Q8 7 

West North East South 
1 + Pass 3NT 


All Pass 


Don't expect to win any bidding 
competitions with this sequence. Here 
you are in a sketchy 3NT with 6~ 
being odds on. Play well! You are 
going to have to bring back this result 
to your teammates. 

West leads the. 5 (fourth best). 
East plays the. K. Plan the play. 

Solutions are on page 57. 
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Eddie Kantar 

• 	K 732 
6 

• 	 A4 3 2 
~ AQ\ 5 

• 	 Q6 
• 	 Q J 8 
+ KQJI 0 9 

~ 743 
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